April, 2022 Video Library: FITNESS
______________________________________________________________________________
Cross Train: Repetition Ladder, Cardio, Core
Some mental training as well as physical, with repetition ladders and a great finisher at the end!
For 60 seconds each, train your core while maintaining good posture, and then push your heart
rate. This workout goes fast! Props: 2 light, medium and heavy weights, mat, towel and water.
45 minutes.

Cross Train: Absolute vs Functional Strength
Absolute strength (think bicep curl) and functional strength (think carrying groceries) – we need
‘em both! We work through a Giant Set which alternates between them: 20 reps Absolute
Strength, then 60 seconds Functional. Props: 2 small, 2 medium, 1 heavy weight, mat, towel
and water. 60 minutes.

Cross Train WOMEN: Giant Set with Salt & Pepper
Work through a Giant Set of 7 exercises, which alternate between lower body work and upper.
After each exercise (45 sec), add some salt & pepper (5 reps of Reverse Fly, 5 reps of Squat &
Shoulder Press). Do the math, twice through the circuit and you’ve done 70 reps of salt &
pepper! Props: 2 light, medium and heavy weights, mat, towel, water. 60 minutes.

Cross Train WOMEN: the Yin Yang of Strength & Flexibility
Quite often our workouts are front loaded (3/4) with strength work, and then finish with
flexibility and stretching. In this workout, we intermix the two as we go. Do a mini circuit once
through, then address the specific muscle groups you used with stretching. Repeat and notice
any differences! Props: 2 light, medium and heavy weights, mat, towel, water. 60 minutes.

Movement for Stiff Bodies: 3 x 3 x 3
Welcome to 3 x 3 x 3: 3 mini circuits, each have 3 exercises, and 3 rounds through! Each circuit
has an exercise to push your cardio, a single sided exercise to train balance, and a core exercise.
This is a jam packed workout! Props: 2 light, 2 medium weigh, mat, towel and water. 45
minutes

Movement for Stiff Bodies: Close to the Mat
Feeling a little low on energy but know you’ll feel better after workout out? This is the one for
you! A mix of super sets and Tabata, all low to the mat, working at your own pace. Props: 2
light, medium and 1 heavy weights, mat, towel and water. 45 minutes.

Mindful Fitness for Aging Well: Single Sided Tabata
Hooray for Tabata! 8 intervals, 20 seconds on with 10 seconds rest between. In this workout,
the exercises are single sided, so we alternate which side is working each time (to sneak in a
little more rest!). Props: 2 light and 2 medium weights, mat, towel and water. 60 minutes.

Mindful Fitness for Aging Well: Chair, Band and Core
Add variety to your workout with a sturdy chair! Work through mini circuits, each with a chair
exercise, a core exercise and then work your back with a theraband or yoga belt. Props: 2 light
& 2 medium weights, theraband or yoga belt, mat, towel and water. 60 minutes.

